I read with interest the two contributions by James Chalmers *et al*. to the 1st July edition of the Journal. In a reply to correspondence \[[@C1]\] concerning the ICS withdrawal controversy they suggest \[[@C2]\] that Alvar Agusti succumbs to the fallacy of post hoc, ergo, proctor hoc *i.e.* A occurred, then B occurred: Therefore, A caused B. However, as we know, correlation is not causality.

Yet, in their original research article \[[@C3]\] Lonergan and Chalmers perpetrate the same error is in spades. They use the trajectory of deaths from COVID-19 from around the world to estimate the consequences of easing lockdown measures. They assume the current fall in the rate of COVID-19 related mortality is a consequence of lockdown; but is it? There is much we do not know about the virus, but if it behaves like other coronaviruses then there will be a marked seasonal variation \[[@C4]\]. Did Europe recover because sumer is icumen in?

What we need is a control group. There is one European country where a much lighter application of social measures, well short of full lockdown, is practiced. That is Sweden. If we compare by eye the weekly COVID-19 related mortality figures from Sweden with that of a similarly afflicted country such as the UK then in both countries there is a marked fall as spring turns into summer, albeit a bit slower in Sweden ([fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).
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If the mortality curves have a similar shape despite large differences in social measures adopted then this must infer that such measures can only have had a minor effect on the epidemiology of this phase of the pandemic. It is surely incorrect to then to apply complex statistical modeling to mortality rates from 89 countries whose surety of data collection varies widely.

Lonergan and Chalmers treat the reader to a detailed, and to me at least, indecipherable account of their "simple" modeling and its outcomes. The pitfalls of using such tools in COVID-19 research have been highlighted recently \[[@C5]\] The results from the models used to predict the initial onslaught of the virus differed hugely leading to panic buying of ventilators and the creation of overflow (Nightingale in the UK) hospitals which were never used. Even the best model is prey to the assumptions made in its construction. The belief that we know the contribution that social measure have made to the evolution of the pandemic is wrong and so advising "\[our\] estimates are incompatible with a return to previous activities post "lockdown." is hubris which may have greater socio-economic and thus clinical consequences than the virus itself.
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